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There is a consensus in earthquake engineering that different soil structures

have significant effects on ground motion. Three main methods can be used to

study this issue: theoretical analysis, numerical simulation, and earthquake

records analysis. Notably, the combined analysis of strong-motion records

and station site information appears to be the most effective and reliable

approach. In this study, we used site information from the Seismic

Monitoring Array of Site and Structure (SMASS) of the Institute of Disaster

Prevention and a record of the earthquake that occurred in Guye, China: a

point on the bedrockwas considered as reference for studying the amplification

effect of the soil structure on ground motion through traditional spectral ratio

analysis. Our main conclusions are the following. (1) The SMASS array data

indicated that the shallow soil had an amplifying effect on ground motion: the

frequency bands amplifying the horizontal ground motion were mainly those

between 3.4 and 6.8, 11.3–13, and 15–20.8 Hz, while the frequency bands

amplifying the vertical ground vibration were mainly those between 5 and 9.9,

13.5–15.9, and 18.5–21.9 Hz (2) The SMASS array data indicated that the

influence of the deep soil on the horizontal ground motion frequency

component was more significant than that of vertical ground motion. (3)

Overall, the SMASS array site amplified the effects of both the high

(3.4–20.8 Hz) and low (0.4–2.2 Hz) frequency components of ground

motion with the depth decreases of buried depth; notably, the amplification

effect of the high-frequency components grew much faster than that of the

low-frequency components. (4) The groundwater table had an amplification

effect on the vertical groundmotion; therefore, its influence is also important to

consider.
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1 Introduction

Field surveys have shown that the damages caused by a single

earthquake can often differ from site to site. For instance (Wood

1908), studied the damage data relative to the 1906 San Francisco

(United States) earthquake (Ms 7.8), finding that buildings located

on soft soil sites presented much greater damages than those on

near hard soil. In the case of the 1923 Kanto (Japan) (Ms 7.9) and

1976 Tangshan (Ms 7.8) earthquake in China, a strong correlation

was noted between the damage of buildings (structures) and the

thickness of the soil layer (Ohsaki, 1969; Liu and Cha, 1982; Gao

andHu, 1987). Interestingly, the damage rate of high-rise buildings

was found to increase with the thickness of the soil layer in the case

of the 1967Venezuela earthquake (Ms 6.5) (Seed et al., 1986; Drake

and San, 1993). During the 1985Mexico earthquake (Ms 8.1), mid-

rise buildings in Mexico City (at 400 km from the epicenter) were

severely damaged, while low- and high-rise buildings (with more

that 23 stories) were not damaged (Seed et al., 1988). Furthermore,

the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake (Ms 8.0) produced high intensity

anomalies in the Hanyuan County (at 200 km from the epicenter),

which were mainly due to the amplification of ground motion by

the local soil structure (Bo et al., 2009; Qi et al., 2010; Li et al.,

2012). Overall, numerous earthquake damage field surveys and

studies have shown that site characteristics can affect ground

motion. The main reasons are the following: (1) the occurrence

of resonance phenomena caused by the natural frequency of

buildings that are similar to the predominant period of the site;

(2) the local soil structure acting as a filter, which selectively

amplifies or reduces the frequency components of ground motion

(when ground motion is transmitted from the bedrock to the

surface, its frequency components and amplitude values change

significantly). The site amplification effect on ground motion is

therefore a fundamental issue in seismology and earthquake

engineering, since it has an important theoretical value and

practical significance for earthquake fortification.

Ground response analysis methods based on strong motion

observation data can be classified as reference or non-reference

site methods, according to the availability of rock sites. The

earliest reference site method (i.e., the traditional spectral ratio

method) was proposed by Borcherdt (1970): the site

amplification effect is defined based on the ratio of the

Fourier spectrum of strong earthquake records at the soil site

to that of the nearby rock site. This method considers the

direction of the earthquake source and the path effect when

the soil and rock sites are far away from each other. For example,

Bonilla et al. (1997) studied the site amplification effect in the

intensity anomaly zone of the San Fernando Valley (California)

based on the aftershock records of the 1994 Northridge

earthquake using this method. Moreover, Wang and Xie

(2010) analyzed the Wenchuan main shock records recorded

by the Zigong landform array based on the traditional spectral

ratio method, finding that the landform and the soil site had a

large influence on ground motion. Furthermore, Wang (2011)

analyzed the strong earthquake records recorded by the digital

strong-motion networks deployed in the Weihe Basin by the

traditional spectral ratio method. He found that the Ⅶ-degree-

intensity abnormal region distributed along the basin edge (from

Baoji to Meixian) and associated with the Wenchuan earthquake

resulted from a combination of basin edge effect and ground

motion’s amplification by the soil site. Based on the main shock

records of theWenchuan earthquake (which were recorded at six

stations around the Anning River) and the traditional spectral

ratio method, Li et al. (2016) studied the amplification of ground

motion at the station sites. A good correlation was identified

between the amplification effect of the regional site on ground

motion and the engineering geological zoning, and the different

engineering geological zones were analyzed in detail. Lan et al.

(2020) designed and constructed a centrifugal model test for

medium–hard free fields, analyzed the correspondent results

based on the traditional spectral ratio method, systematically

investigated the nonlinear ground motion effect of the soil layer,

and obtained the variation law of the ground motion

amplification effect with depth.

So far, due to the limitation of data, most studies have been

conducted to analyze the amplification effect of station soil sites by

calculating the spectral ratios between the strongmotions recorded

at those stations and those recorded at nearby rock sites (through

the traditional spectral ratio method). However, the soil structure

below the surface of each station located in a certain region always

includes more than one soil layer; therefore, the site amplification

effect observed during the transmission of the groundmotion from

the bedrock to the surface would derive from the frequency

filtering of all these soil layers. Because of the small number of

domestic and foreign site soil arrays and strong motion records,

studies on the amplification effect of ground motion at different

depths below the surface have mostly focused on theoretical

analysis and numerical simulation, while only a few studies

have been based on actual strong motion records. This study

was based on strong motion records collected in Guye (China) by

the SeismicMonitoring Array of Site and Structure (SMASS) of the

Institute of Disaster Prevention. These records were processed and

analyzed by the traditional spectral ratio method, obtaining the

spectral ratios for different depths. In this way, it was possible to

conduct a systematic and comprehensive study of the

amplification effect of ground motion by the soil structure at

different bury depths. The obtained results are expected to be

useful for future research on site ground motion effects.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 THE SMASS

The SMASS array, which belongs to the Key Laboratory of

Seismic Defense and Risk Assessment of the Hebei Province,

consists of both local effect and structure response arrays and is
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located at a site characterized by a soil layer thickness of ~ 230 m,

a flat bedrock surface, and a groundwater table of ~ 20 m. Such

configuration is ideal for studying the seismic response of soil

sites. Notably, the SMASS array is located within the potential

seismic source zone of magnitude 8.0, at ~ 12 km from the

macroscopic epicenter of the magnitude 8.0 Sanhe-Pinggu

earthquake that occurred on 2 September 1,679. Hence, this

site is suitable for strong motion observations in the near field of

major earthquakes.

During the construction of the SMASS array, continuous

core sampling and logging were carried out. Notably, the deepest

drilled hole reached the inside of the bedrock (depth = 240.2 m).

Based on the core samples, and according to geological drilling

description requirements, we identified a total of 69 soil layers.

These were then integrated into 38 layers according to the

requirements of site effect observation under strong motion.

The P- and S-wave velocities at different depths of the SMASS

array were obtained by cross-hole seismic CT, the VSP logging

technique, and the single-hole method. The soil samples were

subjected to screening, liquid–plastic limit, dynamic triaxial, and

resonant column tests to determine the static and dynamic

parameters of each soil layer in the array. These data will be

useful for future research focusing on the soil layer seismic

response.

2.2 Composition and spatial arrangement
of SMASS

A total of six measurement points (No. S01-S06) were

deployed to monitor strong vibrations in the local effect array.

Five of the measurement points (No. S02-S06) was positioned on

a concentric circle with a radius of 8 m This measurement points

were located in correspondence of observation peep holes: the

accelerometers were placed at the bottom of the peep holes

(i.e., at 30 m, 65 m, 101 m, 151 m underground and 236 m at

the top of the rock layer). Besides, two groundwater pressure

measurement points (No. P01 and P02) were located between

S02 and S03. The water column was instead 30 m below the

observation peep holes: it was possible to monitor the changes of

pore water pressure in the saturated stratum. At the same time,

an excitation hole 240 m deep was set at the center of a concentric

circle. The electric spark excitation source was placed within this

circle. The local effect array measurement point plan and the

instrument layout table are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1,

respectively.

2.3 Strong earthquake records

The SMASS array monitored two strong earthquake records

after its installation: the Fengnan earthquake (Ms 4.5), which

occurred on 5 December 2019, and the Guye earthquake (Ms

5.1), which occurred on 12 July 2020. The epicenter of the

Fengnan earthquake was located at 39.31°N, 118.04°E, (focal

depth = 10 km): its epicenter was at ~ 130 km from the

SMASS array. Meanwhile, the epicenter of the Guye

earthquake was located at 39.78°N, 118.44°E (focal depth =

10 km): its epicenter was at ~ 143 km from the SMASS array.

Since the magnitude of the Fengnan earthquake was small and

the quality of the strong earthquake records was poor, we chose

the records of the Guye earthquake for this study. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 1
Local effect array measurement point plan.
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2.4 Data processing

Only part of the raw strong-motion data collected during the

Guye earthquake could be used in the study. In fact, various

factors may cause interference in the data from the moment of

the motion triggering until the end of the recording of the strong

motion seismograph: the direct use of raw strong earthquake

records for data analysis, containing false component signals,

would greatly affect the results. Processing the original strong-

motion recordings was therefore an essential part of the data

analysis. Here, we processed the strong-motion record of the

Guye earthquake in four main steps: recording discrimination,

filtering, smoothing, and horizontal component synthesis.

2.4.1 Strong earthquake record discrimination
According to Zhou (2012), defective records can be mainly

classified into “asymmetric waveforms” (Department of

Earthquake Damage Prevention, China Earthquake

Administration, 2008; Shin et al., 2008; Tobita et al., 2010),

“small burr waveforms” (Rajesh Rupakhety, 2010), and

“palpus phenomena” (Department of Earthquake Damage

Prevention, China Earthquake Administration, 2008).

FIGURE 2
Guye strong earthquake acceleration time course.

TABLE 1 Information on the instrument layout.

Measurement point number Location of the
measurement points

Instrument Soil layer Shear
wave speed (m/s)

S01 Surface (0 m depth) ES-T three-directional force balance accelerometer — —

S02 29.8 m underground SBEPI shallow-well three-directional accelerometer Silty clay 409

S03 65.2 m underground SBEPI shallow-well three-directional accelerometer Powdered earth 486

S04 101.6 m underground ES-DH deep-well three- directional accelerometer Clay 486

S05 151 m underground ES-DH deep-well three-divisional accelerometer Powdered sand 563

S06 236.3 m underground ES-DH deep-well three-divisional accelerometer Sandstone 800
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In this study, the ratio of the peak acceleration points to the

adjacent sampling points (i.e., the case in which this value

exceeded 1.1) and the occurrence of dissimilarities were

considered discriminant conditions. In the case of complex

palpus phenomena, the ratio of the peak acceleration points

to the adjacent sampling points is expected to be too large and

anisotropy might occur. The ratios of the peak acceleration

points to the adjacent sampling points in the Guye strong-

motion records are indicated in Table 2: the ratios never

exceeded 1.1 and dissimilarity occurred.

2.4.2 Filtering
Themain purpose of the filtering step is typically to minimize

the interference of noise in strong motion records and, hence, to

provide realistic information for any subsequent data analysis. A

reasonable cut-off frequency can in fact reduce the interference of

noise signals, while an unreasonable one may lead to the loss of

original components in the strong motion recordings. A large

number of scholars have therefore researched filtering cut-off

frequencies. So far, cut-off frequencies have been determined by

four types of methods: empirical formulas (Trifunac, 1971;

Trifunac and Lee, 1973; Shakal et al., 1988), pseudo-velocity

spectra (Syun’itiro et al., 1988), noise spectra (Lee et al., 1982),

and the earthquake focus theory (Trifunac and Todorovska,

2001; Shakal et al., 2003). So the filtering cut-off frequencies is

selected according to noise spectra (Lee et al., 1982).

We extracted the 17s signal before the arrival of the P-wave of

the ground motion recorded by the Guye strong earthquake as a

noise spectrum; moreover, the high and low cut-off frequencies

were determined by the trend of the original signal Fourier

spectrum amplitude and by the intersection position of the

original signal Fourier spectrum with the noise signal Fourier

spectrum. In the low-frequency part of the record, since the noise

signal lasted 17 s, the low cut-off frequency needed to be greater

than 0.06 Hz: We found that the low-frequency part of the noise

spectrum amplitude was always lower than the signal spectrum

amplitude. Furthermore, the signal spectrum amplitude

increased with frequency over 0.2 Hz: 0.2 Hz was identified as

the low cut-off frequency. We found that the signal and noise

Fourier spectra began to intersect at ~ 20–30 Hz in the high-

frequency part, after this point, the frequency component of the

original signal may have been contaminated by the noise signal,

and the original signal spectrum amplitude increased with

frequency. Therefore, 25 Hz was taken as the high cut-off

frequency. The original signal was filtered by using the

Butteworth filter (of the fourth order) and the Fourier

spectrum of the original signal was compared with that of the

filtered signal. The peak acceleration values of the ground motion

time history at different depths were given after filtering

(Table 3).

2.4.3 Smoothing treatment
After the baseline correction and filtering of the strong

motion records, we observed a high number of burrs in the

Fourier transformed spectra (Figures 3–5). In this case and

should the records be used directly for the calculation of the

TABLE 2 Ratios of the strong Guye earthquake records.

Serial number Depth of
tunnel

Direction PGA (cm/s−2) Left ratio Right ratio

1 236 UD 0.133 1.032 1.008

2 236 NS −0.200 1.020 1.040

3 236 EW 0.323 1.018 1.023

4 151 UD −0.140 1.038 1.007

5 151 NS 0.428 1.027 1.013

6 151 EW −0.204 1.013 1.007

7 101 UD −0.142 1.017 1.001

8 101 NS −0.322 1.011 1.009

9 101 EW 0.341 1.027 1.010

10 65 UD −0.124 1.005 1.040

11 65 NS 0.210 1.012 1.015

12 65 EW −0.487 1.028 1.009

13 30 UD 0.191 1.006 1.016

14 30 NS −1.517 1.006 1.037

15 30 EW −2.060 1.019 1.016

16 0 UD 4.183 1.071 1.001

17 0 NS −9.934 1.028 1.004

18 0 EW 6.652 1.001 1.022
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spectral ratio without previous smoothing, it would be difficult

to determine the frequency band and energy distributions. This,

in turn, would increase the difficulty of identifying the

predominant frequency at the study site. Two types of burr

processing methods are generally applied to strong motion

recording data: (1) the addition of a smoothing window in

the time domain and (2) the addition of a smoothing window in

the frequency domain (Osaki, 2008). In study, the Parzen

window and K-window length of 0.8 Hz (Konno and

Ohmachi, 1995) were used to smooth the Fourier spectrum

of the Guye strong motion records. Through several tests and

comparisons, we found that the best smoothing effect was

obtained for a Pazen window length of 0.8 Hz: in this case,

the burrs were effectively removed and the error was within a

reasonable range. Based on these results, we decided to apply a

Parzen window with a window length of 0.8 Hz to smooth the

Fourier spectra of the filtered strong motion records: the

correspondent smoothing effects are shown in Figures 3–5.

TABLE 3 Peak acceleration in n relation to depth of tunnel.

Depth of tunnel (m) Vertical peak acceleration
(cm/s−2)

North–south peak acceleration
(cm/s−2)

East–west peak acceleration
(cm/s−2)

236 0.14 0.20 0.32

151 0.13 0.40 0.20

101 0.15 0.30 0.34

65 0.12 0.22 0.48

30 0.18 1.57 2.06

0 4.17 9.29 6.56

FIGURE 3
Guye strong motion record smoothing effects (vertical direction).
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2.4.4 Synthesis of the horizontal components
If the direction of the strong motion seismograph is not the

same as the actual direction during the placement, a new

horizontal component increment may be generated. Here, we

focused on the amplification effect of soil structure on ground

motion. To improve the accuracy of our predictions, the strong

motion records in the east–west direction were synthesized with

those in the north–south direction before obtaining the spectral

ratio; notably, only the amplification effects of the soil structure

on the horizontal and vertical ground motions were considered.

Eq. (1) (Yu, 2003) represents the synthesis formula, where

H(Ps, f) is the horizontal Fourier spectrum, N(Ps, f) is the

north–south direction Fourier spectrum, and E(Ps, f) is the

east–west direction Fourier spectrum:

H(Ps, f) � �������������������
N2(Ps, f) + E2(Ps, f)√

(1)

2.4.5 Analysis methods
Ground motion is mainly affected by three factors during its

propagation: the source effect E(f), the path effect P(f), and the
site effect S(f). The relationship between these factors is

explained by Eq. 2. The traditional spectral ratio method

considers a rock site station near the site station: the ground

motions recorded by the two stations are expected to have the

same source effect and almost the same path effect during the

earthquake occurrence; moreover, these ground motions can be

spectrally compared to obtain the site effect (if the distance

between the two stations is far, the path effect needs to be

considered). In this study, the SMASS array was 143 km away

from the epicenter and the six observation points were arranged

in concentric circles with radiuses of 8 m. The distance between

each two observation points was expected to have the same

epicenter and path effects compared with the hypocenter

distance.

Wang Haiyun (2011) found that the interference of the

upward and downward wave fields caused by different

velocity interfaces at the surface and within the soil body can

lead to the so-called “spectral hole” phenomenon. Therefore,

based on the concept of stemming function proposed by (Steidl

1996). In their study, further analysis is carried out to obtain the

site response at the surface or at a certain depth in the ground by

multiplying the stemming function with the Fourier spectral

ratio. The coherence function can be expressed by the equation

FIGURE 4
Guye strong motion record smoothing effects (north–south direction).
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r12(f) �
∣∣∣∣S12(f)∣∣∣∣���������
s11(f)s22f

√ (2)

S12(f) is the ground vibration inter-spectrum at the depth of

d1 and bedrock respectively, s11(f) is the ground vibration

autospectrum at the surface or a depth below ground, s22(f)
is the ground vibration autospectrum at bedrock.

Therefore, we used the traditional spectral ratio method to

determine the site effect: the strong motion records observed at

the five measurement points were compared with those observed

at the bedrock measurement point.

O(f) � E(f)pP(f)pS(f) (3)

As a matter of fact, a Fourier transformation consists in

the conversion of a signal from the time domain to the

frequency domain. A Fourier spectrum, which can be

described as a simple harmonic wave frequency in

horizontal coordinates and as a simple harmonic wave

amplitude in vertical coordinates, can reflect the frequency

spectral characteristics of a ground motion time history. The

horizontal coordinates of the response spectrum represent the

period, while the vertical coordinates represent the maximum

response amplitude generated by different single-degree-of-

freedom systems under the excitation of a ground motion time

history, which can also reflect the frequency spectral

characteristics of the ground motion time history. Luo

et al. (2019) deduced that the Fourier and zero-damped

velocity response spectra can both represent the energy in a

vibrator system. The response and Fourier spectra are similar

in which they can both record strong motions under the

neglect of damping; moreover, the Fourier spectrum curve

is always included in the velocity response spectrum.

Therefore, we decided to use the spectral ratio of the

Fourier spectrum to the velocity response spectrum with

zero damping for our contrast, and observe whether the

two spectral ratios agree.

3 Results

In this study, the traditional spectral ratio method was used

to analyze the site amplification effect of the SMASS site array.

The bedrock (depth = 236 m) was taken as the reference site:

FIGURE 5
Guye strong motion record smoothing effects (east–west direction).
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the Fourier and response spectra of strong motion records at

different depths were compared with those in correspondence

of the bedrock to study the variation of ground motion in

different soil structures. The correspondent results are shown

in and Tables 4, 5.

Figures 6, 7 show how most of the Fourier spectral ratio

curves were located between the reaction spectral ratio curves

and had similar shapes (Luo et al., 2019); therefore, the reaction

spectrum with zero damping was considered to be feasible for

our spectral ratio analyses. The data in Tables 4, 5 show instead

how, during the diffusion of the horizontal ground motion from

the bedrock to 65 m below ground, the spectral ratio first

increased and then fluctuated within a certain range;

furthermore, as the horizontal ground motion continued to

diffuse upward, the spectral ratio increased significantly.

Finally, from 30 m below ground to the surface, the growth

rate of the spectral ratio increased further. The changes in

spectral ratio during the diffusion of the vertical ground motion

from the bedrock upward were slightly different from that just

described: from the bedrock to 30 m below ground, there were

no obvious variations. However, from 30 m below ground to the

surface, the spectrum ratio increased sharply and its growth rate

was larger than that of the horizontal ground motion within the

same depth interval.

Figure 6 shows how the amplification effect of the soil layer

on the horizontal ground motion was different at different

depths. When the horizontal ground motion diffused from the

bedrock to 151 m underground, the groundmotion amplification

by the soil layer structure was mainly concentrated around

1.3 and 2.1 Hz, and the spectral ratio was maximum at

1.3 Hz. Meanwhile, when the horizontal ground motion

diffused from 151 to 101 m underground, the magnitude of

the spectral ratio did not change significantly, but the

frequency corresponding to the maximum spectral ratio

changed from 1.3 to 3.1 Hz. When the horizontal ground

motion diffused instead from 101 to 65 m below ground, the

peak at 1.04 Hz disappeared (suggesting that the soil structure

between 151 and 101 m below ground should have selectively

filtered the ground vibration frequency components and

amplified the frequencies around 0.5 and 2.3 Hz) and the

spectral ratio reached its maximum at 2.3 Hz. When the

horizontal ground motion diffused from 65 to 30 m

TABLE 4 Amplification factors and corresponding amplification frequencies observed at different bury depths of the SMASS table array in the Guye
strong motion records (Fourier spectrum ratios).

Bury depth (m) Horizontal Vertical

Fourier spectrum ratio Fourier spectrum ratio

Frequency (Hz) Spectral ratio Frequency (Hz) Spectral ratio

151 1.3 2.95 2.2 4.10

101 3.1 2.96 2.2 3.87

65 2.3 4.19 1.9 3.29

30 4.0 24.11 2.2 4.18

0 18.5 84.22 14.4 113.54

TABLE 5 Amplification factors and corresponding amplification frequencies observed at different bury depths of the SMASS table array in the Guye
strong motion records (response spectrum ratios).

Bury depth (m) Horizontal response spectrum ratio Vertical response spectrum ratio

Frequency (Hz) Spectral ratio Frequency (Hz) Spectral ratio

151 1.4 4.34 2.2 9.81

101 3.1 3.81 2.2 9.77

65 2.2 5.26 2.2 8.81

30 3.9 35.38 2.0 11.28

0 19.2 112.03 8.6 160.04
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FIGURE 6
Fourier and response spectral ratios in the horizontal direction (Guye strong motion records).

FIGURE 7
Fourier and response spectral ratios in the vertical direction (Guye strong motion records).
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underground, the spectral ratio increased significantly and the

frequency of the maximum spectral ratio increased, with small

peaks increasing after 4 Hz. Finally, when the horizontal ground

motion diffused from 30 m underground to the surface, the

correspondent soil layer amplified both the low- and high-

frequency components of ground motion; however, the

amplification of the former was less obvious than that of the

latter, and the spectral ratio was maximum at a frequency of

18.5 Hz.

As shown in Figure 7, the amplification of the vertical ground

motion occurred mainly around 2.2, 5.5, and 18 Hz for the soil

layer structure between the bedrock and 151 m underground and

the spectral ratio was maximum at 2.2 Hz. As the ground motion

continued to diffuse upward, the soil layer between 151 and

101 m underground selectively filtered the vertical ground

motion frequency components, resulting in a decrease of the

spectral ratio at 5.5 Hz; meanwhile, the frequency corresponding

to the maximum spectral ratio did not change (was still 2.2 Hz).

When the vertical ground motion reached 65 m underground,

the frequency band near 1.9 Hz gradually broadened and the

frequency corresponding to the maximum spectral ratio changed

from 2.2 to 1.9 Hz, while the maximum spectral ratio and the

peak acceleration did not change significantly. When the vertical

ground motion reached 30 m underground, the small peak of the

high-frequency components after 4 Hz started to increase and

the frequency corresponding to the maximum spectral ratio

increased from 1.9 to 2.2 Hz, while the spectral ratio did not

change significantly. Finally, when the vertical ground motion

diffused from 30 m underground to the surface, the spectral ratio

increased rapidly and the frequency corresponding to the

maximum spectral ratio increased, reaching 14.4 Hz at the

surface.

4 Conclusion

The main findings are summarized below.

1) The soil layer structure amplified the ground motion in the

SMASS array site mainly in correspondence of the shallow

soil layer (above 30 m depth). In the deeper soil layer, the

amplification effect occurred but it was not obvious: the

amplification effect increased with the decrease of the bury

depth.

2) The amplification effect of the soil layers on the horizontal

ground motion changed with depth. In fact, the amplification

effect of the soil layer between the bedrock and 151 m

underground was mainly concentrated at 1.3 and 2.1 Hz

(maximum spectral ratio at 1.3 Hz); meanwhile, at 151 m

underground the maximum spectral ratio corresponded to a

remarkable frequency change (from 1.3 to 3.1 Hz). At 65 m

underground, the spectral ratio reached its maximum at

2.3 Hz, while the small spikes started to increase at

frequencies >4 Hz at 30 m underground. Finally, the soil

layer between 30 m underground and the surface amplified

both the low- and high-frequency components of ground

motion, but the amplification effect on the former

components was less obvious than that on the latter

components, and the maximum spectral ratio

corresponded to a frequency of 18.5 Hz.

3) An amplification effect of the SMASS array site on both the

high- and low-frequency components of ground motion was

noted; however, when the bury depth was deeper, the

amplification effect on the high-frequency components of

ground motion was not obvious and the amplification

frequency band was mainly concentrated between ~

1–3 Hz. With the decrease of the bury depth, the

amplification of the low-frequency component of the band

gradually grew; notably, the amplification of the high-

frequency component grew much faster than that of the

low-frequency components from 4 to 18.5 Hz.

4) From the SMASS array spectral ratio results, we infer that the

groundwater level can have an amplifying effect on the peak

vertical ground vibration acceleration; however, further

studies are needed to determine the quantitative effects.

5 Discussion

We investigated the amplification of ground motion by the

traditional spectral ratio method and based on the SMASS array,

finding that the source effect and path effect were negligible: the

only factor causing changes in ground motion is the effect of

different soil structures during its diffusion.

5.1 Influence of soil structure

As the ground motion diffused from the bedrock upward,

different soil layer structures filtered its frequency components in

different ways and selectively amplified the components having

frequencies similar to their own.

1) Our results clearly indicated that the soil layer structure

between the bedrock surface and 151 m underground

amplified both the horizontal and vertical components

of ground motion; meanwhile, the soil structure

between 151 and 65 m underground affected the

transmission of ground motion, but the spectral ratios

varied within a restricted range and this variation was not

obvious.

2) The spectral ratio results indicate that the amplification

effect of the deep soil layer was not obvious during the

upward diffusion of the horizontal ground motion from the

bedrock side: the spectral ratio and the peak ground

acceleration of ground motion started to increase
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significantly only when the horizontal ground motion

diffused upward from 65 m underground. The shear wave

velocity was 486 m/s at 65 m underground, suggesting that

at this depth the soil changed from hard to soft and

explaining its increasing amplifying effect on the

horizontal ground motion in the upward direction.

3) By comparing the spectral ratios of the horizontal and vertical

ground motions at 151, 101, and 65 m underground, we

noticed the following: the frequencies corresponding to the

maximum spectral ratios in the case of the horizontal ground

motions were 1.3, 3.1, and 2.3 Hz, respectively, while those in

the case of the vertical ground motions were 2.2, 2.2, and

1.9 Hz, respectively. Moreover, the shape changes of the

horizontal ground motion spectral ratios were larger than

those of the vertical ground motion spectral ratios. Overall,

these results indicate that changes in the soil layer structure

had a greater influence on the horizontal, rather than on the

vertical ground motion frequency components.

4) When the horizontal and vertical ground motions diffused

upward from 65 m underground, the maximum spectral ratio

corresponded to the superior frequency and the small spikes

in the high-frequency part started to increase. This indicates

that the shallow soil layer of the SMASS array site had a

greater influence on the amplification of ground shaking, and

that the amplification of the high-frequency component of

ground motion was stronger than that of the low-frequency

component.

5.2 Influence of the groundwater level on
the vertical ground vibration

The above results clearly indicate that the soil layer

structure influenced both the horizontal and vertical

components of ground motion, although it had a greater

influence on the former. When the horizontal ground

motion diffused upward from 65 to 30 m underground, the

spectral ratio and the PGA started to increase significantly, and

the frequency corresponding to the maximum spectral ratio

increased. Meanwhile, the frequency corresponding to the

maximum spectral ratio of vertical ground motion also

increased, but this change was not obvious and the spectral

ratio and the PGA hardly varied. Chen et al. conducted a 3D

seismic response analysis of a soft soil site in Shanghai (Chen

et al., 2011). By considering various groundwater level depths,

they found that the amplification effect of the horizontal peak

acceleration increased with the rise of the groundwater level,

although this variation was not significant; at the same time, any

changes in the depth of the groundwater level had a significant

effect on the amplification coefficient of the vertical peak

acceleration. In this study, we considered an SMASS array

with a perennial groundwater level at ~ 20 m depth. When

the vertical ground motion diffused upward from the bedrock

surface to 30 m underground, the maximum spectral ratio did

not change significantly; however, when it diffused upward

from 30 m underground, the maximum spectral ratio and the

PGA increased significantly (the growth rate in this case being

greater than that of the horizontal ground shaking). On this

basis, we infer that the groundwater level should have had a

great influence on the maximum spectral ratio and on the PGA

of the vertical ground motion.

5.3 Considerations on the application of
seismic response analysis methods to the
investigation of soil layers

Recent research on the amplification effect of ground

motion at different depths below the surface has been mostly

based on theoretical analysis and numerical simulation.

Unfortunately, the low number of arrays and strong motion

records has led to a scarcity of works analysis methods aimed at

testing the soil seismic response under actual strong earthquake

records. The shear wave velocity is an indication of the softness

and stiffness of the soil layer to a certain extent. The results of

our analyses suggest that the soil layer with shear wave

velocity <486 m/s significantly amplified the horizontal

ground motion. In this case, it is reasonable to choose the

soil layer with shear wave velocity = 500 m/s as input interface

for obtaining the soil layer seismic response. The results

obtained from these calculations can then be applied to the

construction of anti-seismic building structures. However, for

important or can lead to secondary disaster of the building

(structure), for safety reasons should be specifically studied to

determine the input interface.

5.3.1 Selection of the vertical ground motion
parameters

The ground motions generated during earthquakes are

complex and multi-dimensional. In particular, vertical

ground motions are sometimes very strong and can cause

serious damages to buildings. In the “Code for Seismic

Design of Buildings” (GB50011-2010), the vertical

earthquake influence coefficient is usually taken as 65% of

the maximum horizontal earthquake influence coefficient for

determining the vertical seismic action. From the analyses, we

found that the peak acceleration of the vertical ground motion

in correspondence of the bedrock was much smaller than the

correspondent peak acceleration of the horizontal ground

motion; moreover, when the ground motion diffused to the

shallow soil layer, the growth rate of the peak acceleration of the

vertical ground motion was much larger than that of the

horizontal ground motion due to the influence of the

groundwater level. Finally, when the ground motion reached

the surface, the peak acceleration of the vertical ground motion

was close to that of the horizontal ground motion: the value of
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vertical ground motion was low, suggesting that it should be

increased for different structural.
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